
Session #1 Target 2856-6552A 
Bio man made and motion upwards ideograms. 
Preliminary S2: white, soft, spongy, curving , bubbly, light, ope, outside above, grey, dark, upwards 
idea.. hexagon 
AOL - Moon 
AI - Feel some curving hexagon like shape thinking dark environment like geodesic shape 
Man made with hexagonal geodesic like idea. 
white, spongy feel, curved, vertical on base surface. 
quiet and still here and has airless quality. 
feel in space land feels irregular, flat, grey, bumpy, hard, dusty. 
has a curving element to it. 
feels remote AOL - Geodesic Dome, Moon surface 
Get man made again but feels different.. angular, flat parts, head, grey, longer in length, feel of 
metallic?... 
AOL - grey object that feels like a vehicle.. UFO Like this man made is on base surface in distance , 
slick, angular feel 
AOL - UFO on moon watching Astronauts on Apollo Mission from distance 
Break 
Feels very quiet here, still, dusty dry rugged environment ... this place has an airless quality like 
gravity is different.. rocky surface feel.. 
AI - Feel I'm on another Planet like Moon.. in space 
AOL - of this Sundays group target.. UFO parked on moon 
AI - Feel I'm on base surface of another planet, grey rocky feel, Reminds me of moon, dim dark and 
airless.... 
AI - something feels hidden away , not visible or out of sight .. feel 2 different man mades here stand 
out.. sense of Bios but not yet detected 
AOL - Dark side of Moon, Break 



 



 



Session #1 Target 2856 6552B 
Man made, biological/multiple with motion upwards feel.. 
get Red, wine colours, dim dark, soft shiny, light radiant growing luminous , centrepoint outwards, 
curving , hex, , energetics light , frequency, expanding 
AOL - Eyeball lens , super nova 
AI - feeling of some curved , red/wind colour in dim background, feel of light and energy 
Wine colour feels soft, flashing , centered, glowing bright, outwards.. feel of expansion, centered 
with like radiating lines from center 
AI - idea of infra red like light coming from center to outwards 
Feel of heat, spiral like , glowing Refractory Light? Reminds me of looking at an Eyeball lens , subtle 
but details up close 
Feels remote, distant, not necessarily science astronomy but trigger those ideas.. above in space 
AI - idea of Refractory light, frequency, energy, detail 
Spiral effect from center, wave form .. some kind of lines coming / going to center... 
AI - has a funnel feeling.. feel pulled towards this or drawn to it .. wine tinge subtle glow 
Move to glow - has an orb like radiance .. "entry point?"... quantum tear in fabric of ??? ... something 
unusual about this 
AOL - Spiral galaxy, Stargate Move to funnel - goes from wider to narrow, drawn inwards, orb like 
heat , frequency 
Get natural and man made, maybe manipulated, not in a bad way .. more utilized 
AOL - nasa footage of UFOs popping in and out of our reality Feel in something like a funnel, lines or 
linear element through some curved hex like pattern.. 
AOL - Quantum hole, dimensional tear, like a gate.. hard to find words 
"Lens" and "Refractory" words pop up again ... idea of bending light 
AI - Feel of Refractory light bending, I have no idea what that means .. its being bent .. weird I don't 
want to commit to man made but I get the idea and ideograms. 
It's understood at some level 

Weird Sci fi feel here! 
Get "origin point" .. no idea what or why.. deep space connection 
Motion – feels upwards, through, long , wide to narrow flashing, infra red, light , sense of energy 

pulled through 
AOL - Travelling in space and time..inter-dimenional feel.. crossing dimensions? 
Intelligence to the targetthat gives me ET vibe but not the usual ferl.. something very advanced... get 

a sense of powerful minds behind this, laws of quantum universe are understood... not sure what's 
going on but complex.. players behind this are hard to identify but if human they display knowledge 
and understanding that's way advanced Break Hmmm.. maybe AOL, If not, strange as fuck 



 

 


